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Abstract
We consider a free interpolation problem in Nevanlinna and Smirnov classes and ﬁnd a
characterization of the corresponding interpolating sequences in terms of the existence of
harmonic majorants of certain functions. We also consider the related problem of
characterizing positive functions in the disk having a harmonic majorant. An answer is given
in terms of a dual relation which involves positive measures in the disk with bounded Poisson
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balayage. We deduce necessary and sufﬁcient geometric conditions, both expressed in terms of
certain maximal functions.
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1. Introduction and statement of results
1.1. Interpolating sequences for the Nevanlinna class
Let L be a discrete sequence of points in the unit disk D: For a space of
holomorphic functions X ; the interpolation problem consists in describing the trace
of X on L; i.e. the set of restrictions X jL; regarded as a sequence space. One
approach is to ﬁx a target space l and look for conditions so that X jL ¼ l: An
alternative approach, known as free interpolation, is to require that X jL be ideal,
i.e. stable under multiplication by cN: See [Nik02, Section C.3.1, Vol. 2], in
particular, Theorem C.3.1.4, for functional analytic motivations. This approach is
natural for those spaces that are stable under multiplication by HN; the space of
bounded holomorphic functions on D: For Hardy and Bergman spaces both
deﬁnitions turn out to be equivalent, with the usual choice of l as an cp space with an
appropriate weight (see [ShHSh,Se93]).
The situation changes for the non-Banach classes we have in mind, namely the
Nevanlinna class
N ¼ fAHolðDÞ : lim
r-1
1
2p
Z 2p
0
logþj f ðreiyÞj dyoN
 
and the related Smirnov class
Nþ ¼ fAN : lim
r-1
1
2p
Z 2p
0
logþ j f ðreiyÞj dy ¼ 1
2p
Z 2p
0
logþ j f ðeiyÞj dy
 
:
We brieﬂy discuss the known results. Naftalevicˇ [Na56] described the sequences L
for which the trace NjL coincides with the sequence space lNa ¼ fðalÞl : suplð1
jljÞ logþ jaljoNg (we state the precise result after Proposition 1.12). The choice of
lNa is motivated by the fact that supzð1 jzjÞ logþ j f ðzÞjoN for fAN; and this
growth is attained. Unfortunately, the growth condition imposed in lNa forces the
sequences to be conﬁned in a ﬁnite union of Stolz angles. Consequently a big class of
Carleson sequences (i.e. sequences such that HNjL ¼ cN), namely those containing
a subsequence tending tangentially to the boundary, cannot be interpolating in the
sense of Naftalevicˇ. This does not seem natural, for HN is in the multiplier space of
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N: In a sense, the target space lNa is ‘‘too big’’. Further comments on Naftalevicˇ’s
result can be found in [HaMa01] and below, after Proposition 1.12.
For the Smirnov class, Yanagihara [Ya74] proved that in order that NþjL
contains the space lYa ¼ fðalÞl :
P
lð1 jljÞ logþ jaljoNg; it is sufﬁcient that L is a
Carleson sequence. However, there are Carleson sequences such that NþjL does not
embed into lYa [Ya74, Theorem 3]: the target space lYa is ‘‘too small’’.
We now turn to the deﬁnition of free interpolation.
Deﬁnition. A sequence space l is called ideal if cNlCl; i.e. whenever ðanÞnAl and
ðonÞnAcN; then also ðonanÞnAl:
Deﬁnition. Let X be a space of holomorphic functions in D: A sequence LCD is
called free interpolating for X if X jL is ideal. We denote LAIntX :
Remark 1.1. For any function algebra X containing the constants, X jL is ideal if
and only if
cNCX jL:
The inclusion is obviously necessary. In order to see that it is sufﬁcient notice
that, by assumption, for any ðolÞlAcN there exists gAX such that gðlÞ ¼ ol:
Thus, if ð f ðlÞÞlAX jL; the sequence of values ðol f ðlÞÞl can be interpolated
by fgAX :
It is then clear that Int NþCInt N:
Free interpolation for these classes entails the existence of non-zero functions
vanishing on all L except a given l0: Hence, the Blaschke condition
P
lALð1 jljÞ
oN is necessary and will be assumed throughout this paper.
Given the Blaschke product BL ¼
Q
lAL bl with zero-sequence L; denote Bl ¼
BL\flg ¼ BL=bl: Here bl ¼ ðjlj=lÞðl zÞð1 %lzÞ1: Deﬁne then
jLðzÞ :¼
log jBlðlÞj1 if z ¼ lAL;
0 if zeL:
(
Deﬁnition. We say that a Borel measurable function j deﬁned on the unit disk
admits a positive harmonic majorant if and only if there exists a positive harmonic
function h on the unit disk such that hðzÞXjðzÞ for any zAD:
Let HarðDÞ denote the space of harmonic functions in D and HarþðDÞ the
subspace of its positive functions. Consider also the Poisson kernel in D:
Pðz; zÞ ¼ PzðzÞ ¼ Re zþ zz z
 
¼ 1 jzj
2
jz zj2 :
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Our characterization of interpolating sequences for the Nevanlinna class is as
follows. Note that the existence of a harmonic majorant occurs at two junctures:
ﬁrst, to decide which sequences of points are free interpolating, second, to identify
the trace space that arises for those sequences which are indeed free interpolating.
Theorem 1.2. Let L be a sequence in D: The following statements are equivalent:
(a) L is a free interpolating sequence for the Nevanlinna class N:
(b) The trace space is given by
NjL ¼ lN :¼ fðalÞl: (hAHarþðDÞ such that hðlÞXlogþ jalj; lALg:
(c) jL admits a harmonic majorant.
(d) There exists C40 such that for any sequence of non-negative numbers fclg;X
lAL
cljLðlÞ ¼
X
lAL
cl log jBlðlÞj1pC sup
zA@D
X
lAL
clPlðzÞ:
We recall that any positive harmonic function on the unit disk is the Poisson
integral of a positive measure on the unit circle,
hðzÞ ¼ P½mðzÞ ¼
Z
@D
PzðzÞ dmðzÞ:
We will say that a harmonic function is quasi-bounded if and only if it admits an
absolutely continuous boundary measure ( for the reasons for this terminology, see
[He69, pp. 6–7]). The analogous result for the Smirnov class will, as can be expected,
involve quasi-bounded harmonic functions.
Let ds denotes the normalized Lebesgue measure in @D: Also, for a non-negative
function j on the unit disk, let Mj denote the associated non-tangential maximal
function (see (1.1) below).
Theorem 1.3. Let L be a sequence in D: The following statements are equivalent:
(a) L is a free interpolating sequence for the Smirnov class Nþ:
(b) The trace space is given by
NþjL ¼ lNþ :¼ fðalÞl: (hAHarþðDÞ quasi-bounded such that hðlÞXlogþ jalj; lALg:
(c) jL admits a quasi-bounded harmonic majorant.
(d) limn-N supfclgABðLÞ
P
l:jLðlÞXn cljLðlÞ ¼ 0; where BðLÞ denotes the set of non-
negative sequences fclg such that supzA@D
P
lAL clPlðzÞp1:
(e) (i) supt40 tsðfzA@D : MjLðzÞXtgÞoN; and
(ii) limn-N
P
lAL c
ðnÞ
l jLðlÞ ¼ 0 for any sequence of sequences of non-negative
numbers fcðnÞl gABðLÞ such that limn-N
P
lAL c
ðnÞ
l PlðzÞ ¼ 0 almost everywhere
on @D:
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The classical Carleson condition characterizing interpolating sequences for
bounded analytic functions in the unit disk is supD jLoN; hence statements (c)
in both results above can be viewed as Carleson-type conditions.
In view of Theorems 1.2 and 1.3, it seems natural to ask whether the measure m
such that jLpP½m can be obtained from L in a canonical way. We do not have an
answer to this question, but with Propositions 1.12 and 1.13 it is easy to construct
examples that discard natural candidates, such as the (weighted) sum of Dirac
masses m ¼Plð1 jljÞdl=jlj; or Poisson balayage measures dn ¼ Plð1
jljÞPlðzÞ dsðzÞ (see deﬁnition below).
1.2. Positive harmonic majorants
The conditions in Theorems 1.2 and 1.3(d) arise in the solution of a problem of
independent interest:
Problem. Which functions j : D-Rþ admit a (quasi-bounded) harmonic majorant?
Answers to this problem lead to rather precise theorems about the permissible
decrease of the modulus of bounded holomorphic functions, e.g. Corollary 1.5
below. See [Hay,LySe97,PaTh, and also EiEs] for a survey of such results along
with some new ones. The existence of harmonic majorants is relevant as well
to the study of zero-sequences for Bergman and related spaces of holomorphic
functions [Lu96].
An answer to the problem of positive harmonic majorants can be given
in dual terms (see [BNT] for another characterization). The Poisson balayage
(or swept-out function) of a ﬁnite positive measure m in the closed unit disk is
deﬁned as
BðmÞðzÞ ¼
Z
D
PzðzÞ dmðzÞ; zA@D:
We will be interested in the class of measures having bounded balayage. Recall
that Carleson measures are those ﬁnite positive measures whose balayage has
bounded mean oscillation (see [Gar81, Theorem VI.1.6, p. 229]); this is also an
easy consequence of the H1-BMO duality (see [Gar81, Theorem VI.4.4, p. 245]).
Hence, positive measures with bounded balayage form a subclass of the usual
Carleson measures. It is easy to see (cf. Section 6) that positive measures with
bounded balayage are precisely those which operate against positive harmonic
functions, that is, those measures m for which there exists a constant C ¼ CðmÞ
such that Z
D
hðzÞ dmðzÞpChð0Þ
for any positive harmonic function in the unit disk D:
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Deﬁne
B :¼ m positive Borel measures on D such that sup
zA@D
BðmÞðzÞp1
( )
:
Theorem 1.4. Let j be a non-negative Borel function on the unit disk D: The following
statements are equivalent:
(a) There exists a (positive) harmonic function h such that jðzÞphðzÞ for all zAD:
(b) There exists a constant C ¼ CðjÞ such that
sup
mAB
Z
D
jðzÞ dmðzÞpC:
The necessity of condition (b) is obvious (e.g. C ¼ hð0Þ), while the sufﬁciency follows
from a convenient version of a classical result in convex analysis, known as Minkowski–
Farkas Lemma. The characterization of interpolating sequences in the Nevanlinna class
in dual terms given by condition (d) in Theorem 1.2 follows from this result.
This can be applied to study the decrease of a non-zero bounded analytic function
in the disk along a given non-Blaschke sequence.
Corollary 1.5. Let L be a separated non-Blaschke sequence and ðelÞlAL a sequence of
positive values. Then there exists a non-zero function fAHNðDÞ with j f ðlÞjoel; lAL;
if and only if L is the union of a Blaschke sequence and a sequence G for which there
exists a universal constant C ¼ CðGÞ such thatX
gAG
cg log e1g pC sup
zA@D
X
gAG
cgPgðzÞ
for any sequence of non-negative numbers ðcgÞgAG:
In a similar way, Theorem 1.3(d) and (e) are obtained as an application of the
following analogue of Theorem 1.4 for quasi-bounded harmonic functions (i.e. for
the Smirnov class).
Theorem 1.6. Let j be a non-negative Borel function on the unit disk D: The following
statements are equivalent:
(a) There exists a (positive) quasi-bounded harmonic function h such that jðzÞphðzÞ
for all zAD:
(b) There is a convex increasing function c : ½0;NÞ-½0;NÞ with limt-N cðtÞ=t ¼
þN such that c3j admits a harmonic majorant on D;
(c) limn-N supmAB
R
fjXng j dm ¼ 0:
(d) (i) supt40 tsðfzA@D : MjðzÞXtgÞoN; and
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(ii) limn-N
R
D
j dmn ¼ 0 for any sequence fmngCB such that limn-N BðmnÞ
ðzÞ ¼ 0 almost everywhere on @D:
Condition (b) is inspired by a characterization of quasi-bounded harmonic
functions given in Armitage and Gardiner’s book [ArGa, Theorem 1.3.9, p. 10].
For the problem of harmonic majorants it is desirable to obtain criteria which,
although only necessary or sufﬁcient, are more geometric and easier to check than
the duality conditions of Theorems 1.4 and 1.6.
Recall that the Stolz angle with vertex zA@D and aperture a is deﬁned by
GaðzÞ :¼ fzAD : jz  zjpað1 jzj2Þg:
In our considerations the angle a is of no importance, so we will write GðzÞ for the
generic Stolz angle with aperture a: Given a function f from D to Rþ; the non-
tangential maximal function is deﬁned as
Mf ðzÞ :¼ sup
GðzÞ
f : ð1:1Þ
Recall that s denotes the normalized Lebesgue measure on @D: Consider the weak-
L1 space
L1wð@DÞ ¼ f measurable : sup
t40
tsðfz : j f ðzÞj4tgÞoN
 
and let
L1w;0ð@DÞ ¼ f measurable : limt-N tsðfz : j f ðzÞj4tgÞ ¼ 0
n o
:
It is well-known that the non-tangential maximal function of the Poisson
transform of a positive ﬁnite measure belongs to L1w (see [Gar81, Theorem 5.1, p.
28]). A more careful analysis shows that if m is absolutely continuous, then its
Poisson transform is in L1w;0: This and some easy estimates imply the following result.
Proposition 1.7. (a) If j admits a harmonic majorant, then MjAL1wð@DÞ:
(b) If j admits a positive quasi-bounded harmonic majorant, then MjAL1w;0ð@DÞ:
(c) If MjAL1ð@DÞ; then the function j admits P½Mj :¼ P½Mj ds as a quasi-
bounded harmonic majorant.
As far as necessary conditions are concerned, there is a way to improve the
previous result by using the Hardy–Littlewood maximal function. Given fX0; this is
deﬁned as
f ðxÞ :¼ sup 1
sðIÞ
Z
I
f ;
where the supremum is taken over all arcs I containing x:
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For jX0 deﬁne
jHðzÞ :¼ sup
zAD
jðzÞwIzðzÞ ¼ sup
zAD
jðzÞ sup
I :zAI
sðI-IzÞ
sðIÞ ;
where wE is the characteristic function of a set E and Iz is the ‘‘Privalov shadow’’
interval
Iz :¼ fzA@D : zAGðzÞg: ð1:2Þ
Proposition 1.8. (a) If j admits a harmonic majorant, then jHAL1wð@DÞ:
(b) If j admits a quasi-bounded harmonic majorant, then jHAL1w;0ð@DÞ:
We will give some examples in Proposition 7.4 that show that this is indeed
stronger than the necessary condition given in the ﬁrst part of Proposition 1.7, but
still falls short of giving a sufﬁcient condition for the existence of a harmonic
majorant.
1.3. Geometric criteria for interpolation
We would like to obtain some geometric implications of the analytic conditions
given in Theorems 1.2 and 1.3. To begin with, we would like to state the
maybe surprising result that separated Blaschke sequences (with respect to the
hyperbolic distance) are interpolating for the Smirnov class (and hence the
Nevanlinna class). Recall that a sequence L is called separated if dðLÞ :¼
inflal0 rðl; l0Þ40; where
rðz; wÞ :¼ jbzðwÞj ¼ z  w
1 z %w
 ;
is the pseudo-hyperbolic distance.
For such sequences, the values log jBlðlÞj1 can always be majorized by the values
at lAL of the Poisson integral of an integrable function (see Proposition 4.1), thus
the following corollary is immediate from Theorem 1.3.
Corollary 1.9. Let L be a separated Blaschke sequence. Then LAInt Nþ (hence
LAInt N).
More precise conditions can be deduced from Propositions 1.7, 1.8 and (c) in
Theorems 1.2 and 1.3.
Corollary 1.10. Let L be a sequence in D:
(a) If LAInt N then jHLAL
1
wð@DÞ: If LAInt Nþ then jHLAL1w;0ð@DÞ:
(b) If MjLAL
1ð@DÞ then LAInt Nþ (and hence LAInt N).
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Notice that the necessary conditions obtained by replacing jHL by MjL in (a) also
hold. This in an immediate consequence of the estimate jHLXMjL:
This result implies the following Carleson-type conditions.
Corollary 1.11. (a) If LAInt Nþ; then
lim
jlj-1
ð1 jljÞ log jBlðlÞj1 ¼ 0: ð1:3Þ
(b) If LAInt N; then
sup
lAL
ð1 jljÞ log jBlðlÞj1oN: ð1:4Þ
(c) If L is Blaschke and X
lAL
ð1 jljÞ log jBlðlÞj1oN; ð1:5Þ
then LAInt Nþ (and so LAInt N as well).
Condition (1.3) already appeared in [Ya74, Theorem 1] as a necessary condition for
the sequence space lYa (as deﬁned in the beginning of Section 1.1) to be included in
the trace of Nþ: Condition (1.4) is discussed in Proposition 1.12 and the corollary
thereafter.
In some situations, the conditions above are indeed a characterization of
interpolating sequences. For instance, the weak L1-condition characterizes
interpolating sequences lying on a radius, while for sequences approaching the unit
circle very tangentially the characterization is given by the strong L1-condition. This
is collected in the next results.
Proposition 1.12. Assume that LCD lies in a finite union of Stolz angles.
(a) LAInt Nþ if and only if (1.3) holds.
(b) LAInt N if and only if (1.4) holds.
It should be mentioned that (b) can also be derived from Naftalevicˇ’s result [Na56,
Theorem 3]. On the other hand, his full characterization of the sequences such that
NjL ¼ lNa can also be deduced from Theorem 1.2.
Corollary (Naftalevicˇ [Na56]). NjL ¼ lNa if and only if L is contained in a finite union
of Stolz angles and (1.4) holds.
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Let us consider the other geometric extreme, sequences which in particular only
approach the circle in a tangential fashion. Write
mL :¼
X
l
ð1 jljÞdl; ð1:6Þ
where dl stands for the Dirac measure at l:
Proposition 1.13. If mL has bounded balayage, then LAInt N if and only if LAInt N
þ;
and if and only if (1.5) holds.
Note that the condition that mL has bounded balayage implies in particular that L
approaches the circle tangentially. In Section 8, we will see more concrete conditions
of geometric separation which are sufﬁcient to imply that mL has bounded balayage
(Proposition 8.2).
When mL has bounded balayage, the trace space will embed into Yanagihara’s
target space. More precisely, the following result holds.
Proposition 1.14. The following are equivalent:
(a) NjLClYa;
(b) NþjLClYa;
(c) mL has bounded balayage, i.e. supzA@D
P
lð1 jljÞPlðzÞoN:
Yanagihara considered the sequences such that NþjL*lYa: These are auto-
matically in Int Nþ; since for any Blaschke sequence lYa*cN: Conversely, Lemma
8.1 (see Section 8) implies that lYaClNþ ; thus if LAInt Nþ; then by Theorem 1.3(b)
NþjL*lYa: Therefore Theorem 1.3 characterizes in particular the sequences studied
by Yanagihara.
Altogether, free interpolation for the Nevanlinna and Smirnov classes can be
described in terms of the intermediate target spaces lN and lNþ : Notice ﬁrst that
always NþjLClNþ and NjLClN (this is proved at the beginning of Section 5). So,
LAInt Nþ if and only if NþjL*lNþ ; and LAInt N if and only if NjL*lN : Observe
also that lYaClNþClNClNa:
The paper is organized as follows. The next section is devoted to collecting some
basic results on functions in the Nevanlinna class. In Section 3, we prove the
sufﬁciency for interpolation of the conditions (c) of Theorems 1.3 and 1.2. We
essentially use a result by Garnett allowing interpolation by HN functions on
sequences which are denser than Carleson sequences, under some decrease
assumptions on the interpolated values. In Section 4, we study the necessity of
these conditions. We ﬁrst observe that in the product BlðlÞ appearing in Theorem
1.2, only the factors blðl0Þ with l0 close to l are relevant. Then we split the sequence
into four pieces, thereby reducing the interpolation problem, in a way, to that on
separated sequences. The trace space characterization will be discussed in Section 5.
In Section 6, we consider measures with bounded balayage, show that they operate
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against positive harmonic functions and prove Theorems 1.4 and 1.6. In Section 7,
we prove Proposition 1.8, and provide examples to show that the sufﬁcient
condition is not necessary, and the necessary condition not sufﬁcient. Section 8
is devoted to the proofs of Corollary 1.11, Propositions 1.12–1.14, as well as
the deduction of Naftalevicˇ’s result from Theorem 1.2. Also, we give examples
of measures with bounded balayage. In the ﬁnal section, we exploit the reasoning
of Section 3 to construct non-Carleson interpolating sequences for ‘‘big’’
Hardy–Orlicz classes.
2. Preliminaries
We next recall some standard facts about the structure of the Nevanlinna and
Smirnov classes (general references are e.g. [Gar81,Nik02] or [RosRov]).
A function f is called outer if it can be written in the form
f ðzÞ ¼ C exp
Z
@D
zþ z
z z log vðzÞ dsðzÞ
 
;
where jCj ¼ 1; v40 a.e. on @D and log vAL1ð@DÞ: Such a function is the quotient
f ¼ f1=f2 of two bounded outer functions f1; f2AHN with jj fijjNp1; i ¼ 1; 2: In
particular, the weight v is given by the boundary values of j f1=f2j: Setting w ¼ log v;
we have
log j f ðzÞj ¼ P½wðzÞ ¼
Z
@D
PzðzÞwðzÞ dsðzÞ:
This formula allows us to freely switch between assertions about outer functions f
and the associated measures w ds:
Another important family in this context are inner functions: IAHN such that
jI j ¼ 1 almost everywhere on @D: Any inner function I can be factorized into a
Blaschke product BL carrying the zeros L ¼ flngn of I ; and a singular inner function
S deﬁned by
SðzÞ ¼ exp 
Z
@D
zþ z
z z dmðzÞ
 
;
for some positive Borel measure m singular with respect to Lebesgue measure.
According to the Riesz–Smirnov factorization, any function fANþ is repre-
sented as
f ¼ a BSf1
f2
;
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where f1; f2 are outer with jj f1jjN; jj f2jjNp1; S is singular inner, B is a Blaschke
product and jaj ¼ 1: Similarly, functions fAN are represented as
f ¼ a BS1 f1
S2 f2
with fi outer, jj fijjNp1; Si singular inner, B is a Blaschke product and jaj ¼ 1:
In view of the Riesz–Smirnov factorization described above, the essential
difference between Nevanlinna and Smirnov functions is the extra singular factor
appearing in the denominator in the Nevanlinna case. This is reﬂected in the
corresponding result for free interpolation in N by the fact that jL is bounded by a
harmonic function, not necessarily quasi-bounded.
3. From harmonic majorants to interpolation
For a given Blaschke sequence LCD set dl ¼ jBlðlÞj: The key result to the proof
of the sufﬁcient condition is the following theorem by Garnett [Gar77], that we cite
for our purpose in a slightly weaker form (see also [Nik02] as a general source, in
particular C.3.3.3(g) (Vol. 2) for more results of this kind).
Theorem. Let c : ½0;NÞ-½0;NÞ be a decreasing function such that RN0 cðtÞ dtoN:
If a sequence a ¼ ðalÞl satisfies
jaljpdlc log edl
 
; lAL;
then there exists a function fAHN such that f jL ¼ a:
Observe that according to our former notation we have logðe=dlÞ ¼ 1þ jLðlÞ:
As we have already noted in Remark 1.1, in order to have free interpolation in the
Nevanlinna and Smirnov classes, it is sufﬁcient that cNCNjL and cNCNþjL;
respectively. Our aim will be to accommodate the decrease given in Garnett’s result
by an appropriate function in N or Nþ: This is the crucial step in the proof given
hereafter of the sufﬁciency of conditions (c) in both Theorems 1.3 and 1.2.
Proof of sufﬁciency of 1.3(c) and 1.2(c). The proof will be presented for the more
difﬁcult case of the Nevanlinna class. So, assume that hAHarþðDÞ majorizes jL:
Then h is the Poisson integral of a positive measure m on the circle and the function
gðzÞ ¼
Z
@D
zþ z
z z dmðzÞ ð3:1Þ
has positive real part in the disk. By Smirnov’s theorem, g is an outer function in
some Hp; po1; and therefore in Nþ (see [Nik02], in particular A.4.2.3 (Vol. 1)).
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Also expðgÞ is in the Nevanlinna class. By assumption we have logð1=dlÞpRe gðlÞ;
lAL:
Take now cðtÞ ¼ ð1þ tÞ2; which obviously satisﬁes the hypothesis of Garnett’s
theorem, and set H ¼ ð2þ gÞ2; which is still outer in Nþ: We have the estimate
jHðlÞj ¼ j2þ gðlÞj2Xð2þRe gðlÞÞ2X 1þ log e
dl
 2
¼ 1
cðlogðe=dlÞÞ;
hence the sequence ðglÞl deﬁned by
gl ¼
1
HðlÞcðlogðe=dlÞÞ; lAL;
is bounded by 1:
In order to interpolate an arbitrary o ¼ ðolÞlAcN by a function in N; split
ol ¼ olgl expðgðlÞÞdl dlc log
e
dl
  
HðlÞ
expðgðlÞÞ:
Since by hypothesis ðolgl expðgðlÞÞ=dlÞl is bounded, we can apply Garnett’s
result to interpolate the sequence
al ¼ olgl expðgðlÞÞdl dlc log
e
dl
 
; lAL;
by a function fAHN: Now F ¼ fH expðgÞ is a function in N with F jL ¼ o:
The proof for the Smirnov case is obtained by observing that if the measure m is
absolutely continuous, then expðgÞ is in the Smirnov class and so is the interpolating
function F : &
4. From interpolation to harmonic majorants
We ﬁrst show that in order to construct the appropriate function estimating
log jBlðlÞj1 we only need to consider the factors of Bl given by points l0AL which
are close to l: This is in accordance with the results for some related spaces of
functions [HaMa01, Theorem 1], and it obviously implies Corollary 1.9.
Proposition 4.1. Let L be a Blaschke sequence. For any dAð0; 1Þ; there exists a quasi-
bounded positive harmonic function h ¼ P½w; wAL1ð@DÞ; such that
log
Y
l:rðl;zÞXd
jblðzÞjphðzÞ; zAD;
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and therefore an outer function GANþ; where G ¼ expðgÞ and g is given by (3.1) with
dm ¼ w ds; such that Y
l:rðl;zÞXd
jblðzÞjXjGðzÞj; zAD:
Proof. We shall use the intervals Iz introduced in (1.2). In [NPT, p. 124, lines 3–17],
it is proved that the function w given by
wðzÞ ¼ c0
X
lAL
wIlðzÞ;
where c0 is an appropriate positive constant, is suitable. At this juncture, the
separation hypothesis made in [NPT, Lemma 4] is no longer used. &
Proof of the necessity of 1.3(c) and 1.2(c). We will use a dyadic partition of the disk:
for any n in N; let
In;k :¼ feiy : yA½2pk2n; 2pðk þ 1Þ2nÞg; 0pko2n: ð4:1Þ
and the associated Whitney partition in ‘‘dyadic squares’’:
Qn;k :¼ freiy : eiyAIn;k; 1 2npro1 2n1g: ð4:2Þ
Observe that the hyperbolic diameter of each Whitney square Qn;k is bounded
between two absolute constants.
We split the sequence into four pieces: L ¼ S4i¼1 Li such that each piece Li lies in
a union of dyadic squares that are uniformly separated from each other. More
precisely, set
L1 ¼ L-Qð1Þ;
where the family Qð1Þ is given by fQ2n;2kgn;k ( for the remaining three sequences we
respectively choose fQ2n;2kþ1gn;k; fQ2nþ1;2kgn;k and fQ2nþ1;2kþ1gn;k). In order to avoid
technical difﬁculties we count only those Q containing points of L (in case L-Q is
empty there is nothing to prove). In what follows we will argue on one sequence, say
L1: The arguments are the same for the other sequences.
Our ﬁrst observation is that, by construction, for Q; LAQð1Þ; QaL;
rðQ; LÞ :¼ inf
zAQ;wAL
rðz; wÞXd40;
for some ﬁxed d: In what follows, the letters j; ky will stand for indices in N2 of the
form ðn; lÞ; 0plo2n: The closed rectangles Qj are compact in D so that L1-Qj can
only contain a ﬁnite number of points (they contain at least one point, by
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assumption). Therefore
0omj :¼ min
lAL1-Qj
jBlðlÞj
(note that we consider the entire Blaschke product Bl associated with L\flg). Take
l1jAQj such that mj ¼ jBl1j ðl
1
j Þj:
Assume now that LAInt N: Since cNCNjL; there exists a function f1AN such
that
f1ðlÞ ¼
1 if lAfl1j gj;
0 if lAL\fl1j gj :
(
By the Riesz–Smirnov factorization we have
f1 ¼ BL\fl1j gj
h1
h2T2
; ð4:3Þ
where T2 is singular inner, h1 is some function in H
N and h2 is outer in H
N: Again,
we can assume jjhijjNp1; i ¼ 1; 2: Hence
1 ¼ j f1ðl1kÞjpjBL\fl1j gj ðl
1
kÞj
1
jh2ðl1kÞT2ðl1kÞj
and
jBL\fl1j gj ðl
1
kÞjXjh2ðl1kÞT2ðl1kÞj; kAN:
Since h2T2 does not vanish and is bounded above by 1, the function log jh2T2j is a
negative harmonic function. By Harnack’s inequality, there exists an absolute
constant cX1 such that
1
c
jlog jh2ðl1kÞT2ðl1kÞjjpjlog jh2ðzÞT2ðzÞjjpcjlog jh2ðl1kÞT2ðl1kÞjj; zAQk;
hence
jh2ðl1kÞT2ðl1kÞjcpjh2ðzÞT2ðzÞjpjh2ðl1kÞT2ðl1kÞj1=c; zAQk:
This yields
jðh2T2Þcðl0Þjpjðh2T2Þðl1kÞjpjBL\fl1j gj ðl
1
kÞj ð4:4Þ
for every l0AL1-Qk:
Let us now exploit Proposition 4.1. By construction, the sequence fl1j gjCL1
is separated. Therefore, there exists an outer function G1 in the Smirnov class
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such that
jBfl1j gj\fl1kgðl
1
kÞjXjG1ðl1kÞj; kAN:
Again, G1 is a quotient of two bounded outer functions and we can suppose that
G1 is outer in H
N with jjG1jjNp1: Also, we can use Harnack’s inequality as
above to get
jG1ðl1kÞjXjGc1ðl0Þj
for every l0AL1,Qk: This together with (4.4) and our deﬁnition of l1k give
jBL\fl0gðl0ÞjX jBL\fl1kgðl
1
kÞj ¼ jBL\fl1j gj ðl
1
kÞj  jBfl1j gj\fl1kgðl
1
kÞj
X jðh2T2Þcðl0Þj  jGc1ðl0Þj
for every l0AQk and QkAQð1Þ: Set g1 ¼ ðh2G1Þc and S1 ¼ Tc2 ; by construction, g1 is
outer with jjg1jjNp1 and S1 is singular inner.
Construct in a similar way functions gi; Si for the sequences Li; i ¼ 2; 3; 4; and
deﬁne the products g ¼ Q4i¼1 gi and S ¼ Q4i¼1 Si: Of course g is outer in HN; and S
is singular inner. So, whenever l0AL; there exists kAf1; 2; 3; 4g such that l0ALk; and
hence
jBlðlÞjXjgkðlÞSkðlÞjXjgðlÞSðlÞj: ð4:5Þ
Therefore, the positive harmonic function h ¼ log jgSj satisﬁes hðlÞX
log jBlðlÞj: The proof for Nþ goes along the same lines, except that singular inner
factors do not occur in (4.3), and so will not appear in (4.5) neither. &
5. The trace spaces
In this short section we prove the trace space characterization of free interpolation
given in Theorems 1.2 and 1.3.
In order to see that (b) in each theorem implies free interpolation it sufﬁces to
observe that cNClNþClN and use Remark 1.1.
For the proof of the converse, we will only consider the situation in the
Nevanlinna class, since the case of the Smirnov class is again obtained by removing
the singular part of the measure and the singular inner factors.
Assume that ðalÞlANjL and that fAN is such that f ðlÞ ¼ al; lAL: Since f can be
written as f ¼ f1=ðS2 f2Þ; where f1AHN; jj f1jjNp1; S2 is singular inner with
associated singular measure mS; and f2AH
N is an outer function with jj f2jjNp1; we
can deﬁne the positive ﬁnite measure m ¼ logð1=j f2jÞ dsþ dmS which obviously
satisﬁes P½mðlÞXlogþjalj; lAL:
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Conversely, suppose that ðalÞl is such that there is a positive ﬁnite measure m with
P½mðlÞXlogþjalj: The Radon–Nikodym decomposition of m is given by dm ¼ w dsþ
dmS; where wAL
1ð@DÞ is positive and mS is a positive ﬁnite singular measure. Let S be
the singular inner function associated with mS; and let f be the function deﬁned by
f ðzÞ ¼ exp
Z
@D
zþ z
z z wðzÞ dsðzÞ
 
; zAD:
By deﬁnition, f is outer in Nþ and F ¼ f =SAN: Clearly, logþ jaljplog jFðlÞj; thus
jaljpjFðlÞj: Since NjL is ideal by assumption, there exists f0AN interpolating
ðalÞl: &
6. Harmonic majorants and measures with bounded balayage
Let us start by proving that positive measures with bounded balayage are precisely
those which operate against positive harmonic functions. Recall that BðmÞðzÞ ¼R
D
PzðzÞ dmðzÞ and
B :¼ m positive Borel measures on D such that sup
zA@D
BðmÞðzÞp1
( )
:
Proposition 6.1. Let m be a positive Borel measure on the disk. Then
R
D
h dm is finite
for any positive harmonic function h on the disk if and only if there exists some c40
such that m has balayage uniformly bounded by c: Furthermore, the relevant constants
are related:
sup
zA@D
BðmÞðzÞ ¼ sup
Z
D
h dm : hAHarþðDÞ; hð0Þ ¼ 1
 
;
and for any positive harmonic function h;
hð0Þ ¼ max
mAB
Z
D
h dm:
Proof. Let h ¼ P½n; where nX0 is a measure on @D: If m has balayage bounded by c;Z
D
hðzÞ dmðzÞ ¼
Z
@D
Z
D
PzðzÞ dmðzÞ dnðzÞpcnð@DÞ ¼ chð0Þ:
Conversely, since z/PzðzÞ is a harmonic function for any ﬁxed z;
R
D
PzðzÞ dmðzÞ is
pointwise deﬁned. Pick a sequence zn such that
lim
n-N
Z
D
PzðznÞ dmðzÞ ¼ sup
zA@D
Z
D
PzðzÞ dmðzÞ;
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where the supremum on the right-hand side might a priori be inﬁnite. Since the set
E :¼ fhAHarþðDÞ : hð0Þ ¼ 1g is uniformly bounded on compact sets in D; a normal
family argument shows that supfR
D
h dm : hAEgoN: Observe that the mapping
z/PzðznÞ is in E for every zn; nAN: Hence supn
R
D
PzðznÞ dmðzÞoN:
This proves that m has bounded balayage, and the equalities between constants
that we had announced. &
The next result is a reﬁned version of Theorem 1.4 stated in the introduction.
Theorem 6.2. Let j be a non-negative Borel function on the unit disk. Then there exists
a harmonic function h such that hðzÞXjðzÞ for any zAD if and only if
Mj :¼ sup
mAB
Z
D
j dmoN: ð6:1Þ
Furthermore,
Mj ¼ inffhð0Þ : hAHarðDÞ; hXjg:
That (6.1) is necessary is clear from the above considerations. In order to prove
that it is sufﬁcient, we will reduce ourselves to a discrete version of it. We will use the
dyadic squares introduced in (4.2). As in the previous section, choose a point zn;k in
each square, say
zðQn;kÞ ¼ zn;k :¼ ð1 2nÞ expð2pk2nÞ:
Observe that by Harnack’s inequality, there exists a universal constant K such
that: if z; z0 lie in the same Whitney square Qn;k (as deﬁned in (4.2)), then
K1Pz0 ðzÞpPzðzÞpKPz0 ðzÞ; for any zA@D:
Lemma 6.3. The function j satisfies condition (6.1) if and only if there exists a
constant Mj
0 such that for any sequence of non-negative coefficients fcn;kg such that
sup
zA@D
X
n;k
cn;kPzn;kðzÞp1; ð6:2Þ
then X
n;k
cn;k sup
Qn;k
jpMj0: ð6:3Þ
Furthermore, C1MjpMj0pCMj; where C41 is an absolute constant.
Proof of Lemma 6.3. Pick zn;kAQn;k such that jðzn;kÞXðsupQn;k jÞ=2 and deﬁne the
measure m :¼Pn;k cn;kdzn;k : Then, if fcn;kg satisﬁes (6.2),
BðmÞðzÞ ¼
Z
D
PzðzÞ dmðzÞ ¼
X
n;k
cn;kPz
n;k
ðzÞpK
X
n;k
cn;kPzn;kðzÞpK :
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So if j satisﬁes (6.1),
X
n;k
cn;k sup
Qn;k
jp2
X
n;k
cn;kjðzn;kÞ ¼ 2
Z
D
j dmp2KMj:
The converse direction is easier, and left to the reader (it also follows from the proof
of the theorem, below). &
We now need a classical result in convex analysis. Recall that the convex hull of a
subset ACRd is deﬁned as
ConvðAÞ :¼
XN
i¼1
aiai : aiAA; aiX0;
X
i
ai ¼ 1
( )
:
If we write RþA :¼ flx : lX0; xAAg; then the conical convex hull of A is
deﬁned as
ConeðAÞ :¼ ConvðRþAÞ ¼
XN
i¼1
aiai : aiAA; aiX0
( )
:
When A is a ﬁnite set, the conical convex hull is equal to its closure: ConeðAÞ ¼
ConeðAÞ ( for this and other facts, see [HULL]). The key fact for us will be the
generalized form of the Minkowski–Farkas Lemma (see [HULL, Chapter III,
Theorem 4.3.4]) that we cite here only for ﬁnite A: Let /; S stand for the standard
Euclidean scalar product in Rd :
Theorem 6.4. Let ðaj; bjÞARd  R; 1pjpN; be such that X :¼
fxARd :/aj; xSpbjga|: Denote A :¼ fðaj ; bjÞ; 1pjpNgCRd  R: Then the follow-
ing properties are equivalent for ðv; rÞARd  R:
(a) For any xAX ; /v; xSpr:
(b) ðv; rÞAConeðAÞ:
We will use the following special case. For a vector vARd ; the coordinates are
denoted by vi; 1pipd: Also, Rdþ denotes the set of points of Rd with non-negative
coordinates.
Corollary 6.5. Given ajARd ; 1pjpN; let Xþ :¼ fxARdþ : /aj; xSp1g; and suppose
that Xþa|: Then the following properties are equivalent for vARdþ:
(a) For any xAXþ; /v; xSp1:
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(b) There exist ajX0; 1pjpN such that
PN
j¼1 aj ¼ 1 and for any i ¼ 1;y; d;
vip
XN
j¼1
ajaij:
Proof. Let feig1pipd be the canonical basis of Rd and consider
A :¼ fðaj; 1Þ; 1pjpNg,fðei; 0Þ; 1pipdg:
Then Xþ corresponds to the X in Theorem 6.4, from which we see that (a) implies
that there exist ajX0; biX0; 1pjpN; 1pipd; such that
ðv; 1Þ ¼
XN
j¼1
ajðaj; 1Þ 
Xd
i¼1
biðei; 0Þ:
When applied to each coordinate, this yields 1 ¼PNj¼1 aj and
vi ¼
XN
j¼1
ajaij  bip
XN
j¼1
ajaij:
The converse implication is immediate. &
Proof of Theorem 6.2. Suppose that j satisﬁes (6.1). For each non-negative integer
m; we deﬁne
aj :¼ ðPzn;kðexpðij2m2pÞÞÞ 0pnpm
0pkp2n1
for 0pjp2m  1;
d :¼Pmn¼0 2n and
Xþ :¼ fcn;kg 0pnpm
0pkp2n1
ARdþ :
8><
>:
X
0pnpm
0pkp2n1
cn;kPzn;k ðexpðij  2m2pÞÞp1; for 1pjp2m  1
9>=
>;:
Obviously, Xþ is not empty: for instance c0;0 ¼ 1 and cn;k ¼ 0 for nX1 gives a point
in Xþ: We claim that any fcn;kgAXþ will satisfy (6.2) up to a constant. Indeed, for
any yA½0; 2pÞ; there is an index jo2m so that j  2m2ppyoð j þ 1Þ  2m2p;
therefore by Harnack’s inequality, for any z such that jzjp1 2m;
PzðeiyÞ ¼ Pz expðið j2m2pyÞÞðexpðij  2m2pÞÞpKPzðexpðij  2m2pÞÞ:
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Therefore fK1cn;kg satisﬁes (6.2), and by Lemma 6.3 and the hypothesis, j satisﬁes
(6.3) with constant KM 0j: Corollary 6.5 then implies the existence of positive
coefﬁcients ðamj Þ2
m1
j¼0 with sum equal to KMj
0; such that
sup
Qn;k
jp
X2m1
j¼0
amj Pzn;kðexpðij  2m2pÞÞ ¼
Z
@D
Pzn;k dn
m;
where nm is the discrete measure on the circle given by the following combination of
Dirac masses:
nm ¼
X2m1
j¼0
amj dexpðij2m2pÞ:
Since the mass of nm is uniformly bounded by KMj0; we can take a weak limit n of
this sequence of measures, so that for any ðn; kÞ;
sup
Qn;k
jp
Z
@D
Pzn;k dn ¼ hðzn;kÞ;
where h :¼ P½n: Harnack’s inequality now implies that there is an absolute
constant C1 such that C1hðzÞXjðzÞ for any zAD: This proves the theorem, with
the inequality
inffhð0Þ : hAHarðDÞ; hXjgpC1KMj0pCC1KMj:
The constants C; K and C1 only depend on the discretization we have chosen.
Picking a discretization with smaller ‘‘squares’’, we may make all three constants as
close to 1 as we wish. &
Now we can prove Corollary 1.5.
Proof of Corollary 1.5. Given a non-Blaschke sequence L; arguing as in [NPT] one
can show that there exists a function fAHNðDÞ in the unit disk with j f ðlÞjoel for
any lAL if and only if L is the union of a Blaschke sequence and a sequence G for
which there exists a positive harmonic function h in the unit disk with hðgÞ4 log eg
for all gAG: Then the result follows from Theorem 1.4. &
We ﬁnish this section with the proof of Theorem 1.6.
Proof of Theorem 1.6. ðaÞ ) ðdÞ: Part (i) holds whenever j admits a harmonic
majorant, be it quasi-bounded or not (see Proposition 1.7), while (ii) follows from
the dominated convergence theorem.
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ðdÞ ) ðcÞ: We proceed by contradiction. Suppose that there exist d40 and a
sequence of measures mnAB such thatZ
fjXng
j dmnXd: ð6:4Þ
Let *mn ¼ wfjXngmn: ThenZ
@D
Bð *mnÞðzÞ dsðzÞ ¼ *mnðDÞ ¼ mnðfjXngÞ:
Since mnAB; their Carleson norms are uniformly bounded by some C040: We
apply the direct part of [Gar81, Lemma I.5.5, p. 32] to j; the lemma is stated for
harmonic functions, but harmonicity plays no role in the proof of the direct part. We
obtain
*mnðDÞ ¼ mnðfjXngÞpc1C0sðfMjXngÞpc1C0Cj=n;
by (d)(i). So the sequence ðBð *mnÞÞn tends to 0 in L1ð@DÞ and subsequence must tend
to 0 almost everywhere, and applying (d)(ii) to that subsequence, we ﬁnd a
contradiction with (6.4).
ðcÞ ) ðbÞ: We deﬁne a function c on Rþ by
cðtÞ ¼ cnðtÞ ¼ ant þ bn for tA½n; n þ 1;
where ðanÞ is an increasing sequence of positive numbers tending to inﬁnity, to be
determined later, and ðbnÞ is given recursively by b0 ¼ 0 and cnðn þ 1Þ ¼ cnþ1ðn þ
1Þ: Observe that each cn is deﬁned on the whole real line (they give supporting
hyperplanes for the polygonal convex graph of c). We shall also use uþ ¼ maxðu; 0Þ
for uAR:
We prove that c3j admits a harmonic majorant using Theorem 1.4. Let jn ¼
jwfjXng and en :¼ supmABð
R
D
jn dmÞ: If mAB; thenZ
D
c3jðzÞ dmðzÞ ¼
X
nX0
Z
fnpjonþ1g
cn3jnðzÞ dmðzÞ
¼
X
nX0
Z
D
½cþn 3jnðzÞ  cþn 3jnþ1ðzÞ dmðzÞ
¼
Z
D
c03jðzÞ dmðzÞ þ
X
nX1
Z
D
½cþn 3jnðzÞ  cþn13jnðzÞ dmðzÞ
p a0
Z
D
jðzÞ dmðzÞ þ
X
nX1
Z
D
ðan  an1ÞðjnðzÞ  nÞþ dmðzÞ
p a0e0 þ
X
nX1
ðan  an1Þen:
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Since limn en ¼ 0; we can choose an increasing sequence ðanÞ such that limn an ¼N;
but
P
nX1ðan  an1ÞenoN; and we are done.
ðbÞ ) ðaÞ: First notice that c can be replaced by a function *cpc with the same
properties as c and the additional explicit description:
*cðtÞ ¼ *cnðtÞ ¼ ant þ bnXan0t for tA½gn; gnþ1;
where anXa0n40 for nX1; g0 ¼ 0 and ðgnÞnX1 is an increasing sequence of positive
numbers tending to inﬁnity fast enough so that
P
nX1 1=a
0
noN:
Deﬁne jn :¼ jwfgnpjognþ1g; thus *c3j ¼
P
n
*cn3jn:
The following Lemma is due to Alexander Borichev.
Lemma 6.6. There exists an absolute constant C40 such that whenever jX0 is
bounded and jph for some hAHarþðDÞ; then there exists h˜AHarþðDÞ quasi-bounded
such that jph˜ and Z
@D
h˜ðzÞ dsðzÞ ¼ h˜ð0ÞpChð0Þ:
In order to prove (a) let h0 be a harmonic majorant of c3j: Each jn is then
bounded and majorized by h0=a
0
n; hence by applying the previous lemma we ﬁnd h˜n
quasi-bounded such that jnph˜n and h˜nð0ÞpCh0ð0Þ=an0: The series h˜ :¼
P
h˜n
converges in L1ð@DÞ; since h˜nX0 for all n and
h˜ð0Þ ¼
X
n
h˜nð0ÞpCh0ð0Þ
X
n
1=an
0oN;
and deﬁnes therefore a quasi-bounded harmonic majorant of j: &
Proof of Lemma 6.6. Set M :¼ maxðjjjjjN; 2hð0ÞÞ: Let m denote the boundary
measure of h; i.e. the measure such that h ¼ P½m: We use the standard dyadic
decomposition of the circle given in (4.1).
Let E0 ¼ |: For any nX1; let En be the union of the dyadic intervals
In;kC@D\
S
lon El such that
mðIn;kÞ4MsðIn;kÞ:
Note that En cannot contain two contiguous intervals such that In;k,In;kþ1 ¼ In1;k0 ;
because then In1;k0C
S
lon El ; a contradiction. Therefore, if In;kCEn; then
mðIn;kÞpmðIn1;k0 ÞpMsðIn1;k0 Þ ¼ 2MsðIn;kÞo2mðIn;kÞ:
For any interval I ; let I˜ be the interval of same center and triple length, and
let E˜ :¼ S I˜; where the union is taken over all the dyadic intervals included
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in E :¼ Sn En: We write
d *m :¼ C2MwE˜ dsðzÞ þ w@D\E dm ¼ d *m1 þ d *m2;
where C240 is to be chosen. This measure is absolutely continuous with respect to
arc length.
The function we are looking for is h˜ :¼ P½ *m: Indeed, let zAD and suppose that
there exist a dyadic interval ICE; maximal among the dyadic intervals contained in
E; such that
Z
I˜
PzðzÞ dsðzÞX 1
C2
: ð6:5Þ
Then clearly h˜ðzÞXMXjðzÞ: We claim that if z is such that (6.5) does not
hold for any maximal dyadic interval ICE; then h˜ðzÞXhðzÞ; which will ﬁnish the
proof.
Under that assumption, since the level sets of the Poisson integral in (6.5) are arcs
of circles connecting the extremities of I˜; where they make a ﬁxed angle with @D
depending on C2; we must have jz  zjXc3sðIÞ for any zAI and any maximal dyadic
subinterval I of E; so that all the values PzðzÞ for zAI are comparable, say to the
value at its center zI : Therefore for any such I ;Z
I
PzðzÞ dmðzÞp c4PzðzI Þ
Z
I
dmðzÞp2c4PzðzI Þ
Z
I
M dsðzÞp2c24
Z
I
MPzðzÞ dsðzÞ
¼ 2c
2
4
C2
Z
I
PzðzÞ d *mðzÞ:
Since c3 is an increasing function of C2; and therefore c441 a decreasing function
of C2; we may choose a value of C241 large enough so that C2X2c24; and therefore,
since E is the union of its maximal dyadic subintervals,
Z
E˜
PzðzÞ d *mðzÞX
Z
E
PzðzÞ d *mðzÞX
Z
E
PzðzÞ dmðzÞ:
By construction,
R
@D\E PzðzÞ d *mðzÞX
R
@D\E PzðzÞ dmðzÞ; and we are done. &
7. Weaker conditions for the existence of harmonic majorants
In this section, we state ﬁrst a sufﬁcient condition implied by a result of Borichev
on a similar problem. On the other hand, we also prove the necessary condition of
Proposition 1.8 and show that it is not sufﬁcient.
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Theorem 1.7 (Borichev et al. [BNT]). Given a collection of non-negative data
fjn;kgCRþ; there exists a finite positive measure n on @D such that
nðIn;kÞ
sðIn;kÞXjn;k
if and only if
S ¼: sup
X
ðn;kÞAA
jn;ksðIn;kÞ : fIn;kgðn;kÞAA is a disjoint family
8<
:
9=
;oN:
ð7:1Þ
This is an analogue of the discretized version of Theorem 1.2(d), (as in Lemma 6.3)
obtained by considering only measures of type mA :¼
P
ðn;kÞAA sðIn;kÞdzn;k ; and by
replacing the Poisson kernel Pz by the ‘‘square’’ kernels
KzðeiyÞ :¼ KIzðeiyÞ :¼
1
sðIzÞ wIzðe
iyÞ:
Here Iz denote the intervals deﬁned in (1.2) and wE stands again for the characteristic
function of E:
The similarity of Theorem 1.2 with this result leads us to an:
Open Question. Is condition (d) in Theorem 1.2 still sufﬁcient if we restrict it to
fclg such that for any lAL; cl ¼ 0 or ð1 jljÞ?
Theorem 7.1 together with the estimate KztPz provide a sufﬁcient (but not
necessary) condition for domination by true harmonic functions, which is clearly less
restrictive than requiring that MjAL1ð@DÞ; but easier to check in concrete examples
than the characterizing condition of Theorem 1.4.
Corollary 7.2. Any positive function j such that jn;k :¼ supQn;k j satisfies (7.1) admits
a harmonic majorant. On the other hand, the positive harmonic function z/Pzð1Þ does
not satisfy (7.1) for certain choices of A:
Proof. It is well known and easy to see that there exists a constant c such that
PzXcKIn;k for any zAQn;k (the constant c depends on the aperture a of the Stolz
angle). Therefore, for any zAQn;k
P½nðzÞXc
Z
@D
KIn;kðzÞ dnðzÞXc
nðIn;kÞ
sðIn;kÞXcjn;k ¼ c supQn;k
j;
which proves that P½ð1=cÞn is the harmonic majorant we are looking for.
To see that the condition is not necessary, consider any ACfðn; 1Þ : nANg: Then
the intervals In;1 are all disjoint; however, Pzn;1ð1ÞC2nCsðIn;1Þ1; so that condition
(7.1) will fail (the sum is comparable to #A). &
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In the same way as in Corollaries 1.11, 7.2 and Proposition 1.8 imply the following
result. For Q ¼ Qn;k; write IðQÞ ¼ In;k (the radial projection of the square to an arc
of the circle).
Corollary 7.3. Assume that L is contained in a union A of Whitney squares Q of center
zðQÞ and that
sup
X
QAA0
ð1 jzðQÞjÞ sup
lAL-Q
log jBlðlÞj1
( )
oN;
where the supremum is taken over all A0CA such that fIðQÞ; QAA0g is a disjoint
family, then L is interpolating for the Nevanlinna class.
We move next to the proof of the necessary condition in terms of the Hardy–
Littlewood maximal function.
Proof of Proposition 1.8. (a) The problem can be localized, so we may work on the
upper half plane, Cþ :¼ fx þ iy : y40g; with Ixþiy :¼ ðx  y; x þ yÞ; restricting
ourselves to positive harmonic functions which are Poisson integrals of positive
measures with ﬁnite mass. Here the Poisson kernel is given by
PxþiyðsÞ ¼ 1p
y
ðx  sÞ2 þ y2:
For convenience we shall write here jEj for the Lebesgue measure of a measurable set
ECR: Also, we only need to look at boundary points in a ﬁxed bounded interval, say
1pxp1:
For any t40; let Et :¼ fsA½1; 1 : jHðsÞ4tg: For any sAEt; there exists z ¼ zðsÞ
and J ¼ JðsÞ*Iz such that
jðzÞ
Z
J
wIz4tjJj; i:e: jðzÞjIzj4tjJj: ð7:2Þ
By Vitali’s covering lemma, there exist an absolute constant c1Að0; 1Þ and a disjoint
family of intervals Jj :¼ JðsjÞ; 1pjpN; such that
P
j jJjjXc1jEtj:
Write zj :¼ zðsjÞ ¼: xj þ iyj : Note that since the point zj is contained in the ‘‘tent’’
over Izj (therefore in the tent over Jj) the points zj are separated in the hyperbolic metric.
Now deﬁne new points zj
0 in the following way: let yj 0 :¼ jJjj=2 ¼ yjjJj j=jIzj jXyj
and zj
0 :¼ xj þ iyj 0: Note that jJj-Iz0
j
jXjJjj=2:
We claim that hðzj 0ÞXt; where h is a harmonic majorant of j: Indeed, writing
h ¼ P½m;
hðzj 0Þ ¼ 1pyj 0
Z
R
1
1þ txj
yj 0
 2 dmðtÞX 1pyj 0
Z
R
1
1þ txj
yj
 2 dmðtÞ ¼ yjyj 0 hðzjÞ
and, by (7.2), hðzjÞXjðzjÞ4tjJjj=jIzj j ¼ ty0j=yj :
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Therefore, since MhAL1wðRÞ;
c1
2
jEtjp1
2
X
j
jJjjp
X
j
jJj-Iz0
j
jpjfMh4tgjpCh
t
(b) Similarly. &
We now give two examples showing that the necessary condition of Proposition
1.8 is strictly stronger than that of Proposition 1.7 but still not sufﬁcient.
Proposition 7.4. (a) There are functions j such that jHAL1wð@DÞ; but that do not
admit a harmonic majorant.
(b) There are functions j such that MjAL1wð@DÞ; but jHeL1wð@DÞ:
Proof. The proof rests on the following family of examples. Note that it is easy to
turn those examples into examples of sequences which are (or are not) interpolating
for the Nevanlinna class.
Again we will work on Cþ: Our functions j will vanish everywhere on the upper
half plane, except on the sequence lk :¼ xk þ iyk; where xk ¼ ka and yk ¼ kb: To
ensure that ykpðxkþ1  xkÞ2 we take bX2ðaþ 1Þ: With this choice, it can be
deduced from Proposition 8.2 (or the remark before Lemma 8.4), that a necessary
and sufﬁcient condition for the existence of a harmonic majorant is that MjAL1;
that is, X
k
jðlkÞykoN: ð7:3Þ
We note that
wIlk ðxÞ ¼
2
1þmaxð1; jxxk j
yk
Þ
:
Henceforth we only study data fjkg :¼ fjðlkÞg which are increasing sequences of
positive numbers tending to inﬁnity. We also assume that fðjkyk þ jkþ1ykþ1Þ=ðxk 
xkþ1Þgk forms an increasing sequence. Let k0ðtÞ :¼ minfk : tojkg: The necessary
condition arising from the fact that MjAL1wðRÞ readsX
kXk0ðtÞ
ykCk
1b
0 ðtÞp
C
t
8t40: ð7:4Þ
This condition will be assumed for both examples.
Now, for kXk0ðtÞ; deﬁne Jk :¼ fx : jkwkðxÞ4tgCðxk  ykjk=t; xk þ ykjk=tÞ; and
let k1ðtÞ :¼ minfk : Jk-Jkþ1a|g: Then,
[
kXk1ðtÞ
Jk ¼ 0; xk1ðtÞ þ yk1ðtÞ
jk1ðtÞ
t
 
¼ 0; ka1 ðtÞ þ kb1 ðtÞ
jk1ðtÞ
t
 
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and
jfx : jHðxÞ4tgjCka1 ðtÞ þ kb1 ðtÞ
jk1ðtÞ
t
þ 2
t
Xk1ðtÞ1
k¼k0ðtÞ
jk
kb
Cka1 ðtÞ þ
2
t
Xk1ðtÞ
k¼k0ðtÞ
jk
kb
:
ð7:5Þ
In order to prove (a), choose jk :¼ ekkb1: Since tCek0ðtÞk0ðtÞb1; condition (7.4)
becomes that ðekÞk remains bounded above, while the necessary and sufﬁcient
condition (see (7.3)) is X
k
ek
k
oN:
With ek :¼ ðlog kÞ1; this condition fails, so that j admits no harmonic majorant.
However, k0ðtÞCðt log tÞ1=ðb1Þ: Since xk  xkþ1Cka1; then 1=k1ðtÞaþ1Cek1ðtÞ=
ðtk1ðtÞÞ; thus k1ðtÞCðt=ek1ðtÞÞ1=a; and k1ðtÞCðt log tÞ1=a:
Therefore, Eq. (7.5) becomes
jfx : jHðxÞ4tgjC 1
t log t
þ 2
t
Xk1ðtÞ
k¼k0ðtÞ
1
k log k
C
1
t log t
þ 2
t
log
log k1ðtÞ
log k0ðtÞ
 
p 1
t log t
þ C
t
pC
0
t
;
and this choice of j does satisfy the necessary condition given in Proposition 1.8.
To prove the second statement in the Lemma, choose ek :¼ 1: With similar but
easier calculations one sees that k0ðtÞCt1=ðb1Þ and k1ðtÞCt1=a: Therefore (7.5)
becomes
jfx : jHðxÞ4tgjC1
t
þ
Xk1ðtÞ1
k¼k0ðtÞ
1
k
C
1
t
þ 2
t
log
k1ðtÞ
k0ðtÞ
 
C
log t
t
;
so the weak L1 condition fails for jH ; even though j satisﬁes the necessary condition
in Proposition 1.7. &
8. Proofs of the geometric conditions
Proof of Corollary 1.11. Since
IlCfzA@D : MjLðzÞXlog jBlðlÞj1g; lAL;
to prove (a) and (b) it sufﬁces to apply condition (a) of Corollary 1.10. Statement (c)
follows from the next Lemma applied to jL:
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Lemma 8.1. Let j : D-Rþ satisfy
P
lADð1 jljÞjðlÞoN: Then j admits a quasi-
bounded harmonic majorant.
Proof. Let u ¼Pl jðlÞwIl : By assumption uAL1ð@DÞ and obviously Mjpu; hence
the result follows from Corollary 1.10(b) and Theorem 1.3. &
Parts (b) and (c) also follow directly from Theorem 1.2(d), by a simple argument
based on the c1; cN duality. &
Proof of Proposition 1.12. It is enough to consider the case where L is contained in only
one Stolz angle. Indeed, if L ¼ Sni¼1 Li with LlCGzl ; l ¼ 1;y; n; and ziazj ; then
lim
z-zi ;zAGzi
jBLj ðzÞj ¼ 1; jai;
so that log jBlðlÞj1 behaves asymptotically like log jBLi\flgðlÞj1 in Gzi (here lALi).
Also, we can assume that the sequence is radial (this means that we replace the initial
sequence by one which is in a uniform pseudo-hyperbolic neighborhood of the initial one;
by Harnack’s inequality such a perturbation does not change substantially the behavior of
positive harmonic functions).
According to Corollary 1.11 it is enough to prove the sufﬁciency of the conditions.
Let us ﬁrst show that condition (1.3) implies interpolation in Nþ: In order to
construct a function wAL1ð@DÞ meeting the requirement of Theorem 1.3(c) assume
that L ¼ flngnC½0; 1Þ is arranged in increasing order and set *en ¼ ð1
jlnjÞ log jBlnðlnÞj1: Clearly there exists a decreasing sequence ðenÞn with *enpen;
nAN; and limn en ¼ 0: Now, if In ¼ Iln ; set Jn ¼ In\Inþ1; bn ¼ en  enþ1; and
wðzÞ ¼
X
n
bn
sðJnÞ wJnðzÞ; zA@D:
Then wAL1ð@DÞ; and
P½wðlnÞX
Z
In
Pðln; zÞ
X
k
bk
sðJnÞ wJk ðzÞ dsðzÞ\
X
kXn
bk
sðJnÞ
1
ð1 jlnjÞ
Z
Jk
dsðzÞ
¼
P
kXn bk
1 jlnj ¼
en
1 jlnjX
*en
1 jlnj ¼ log jBlnðlnÞj
1:
This and Theorem 1.3 prove the assertion.
The proof for the Nevanlinna class is even simpler. Set dms ¼ d1; the Dirac mass
on 1A@D: From (1.4) we get
log jBlnðlnÞj1t
1
1 jlnjtP½msðlnÞ
and we ﬁnish by applying Theorem 1.2. &
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Proof of Proposition 1.13. By Corollary 1.11(c), we already know that (1.5) is a
sufﬁcient condition for L to be interpolating for Nþ: Conversely, suppose that L is
interpolating for N; that is, jL admits a harmonic majorant. Since mL has bounded
balayage, then
R
D
jL dmLoN; which is exactly (1.5). &
Proof of Proposition 1.14. It is obvious that (a) implies (b). If we assume (c), mL will
act against any positive harmonic function. Suppose FAN: As seen in Section 5,
there exists a positive harmonic function h so that logþ jF jph: Thus, taking ml
as in (1.6),
X
lAL
ð1 jljÞ logþ jFðlÞj ¼
Z
D
logþ jFðlÞj dmLðlÞp
Z
D
hðlÞ dmLðlÞoN:
Finally, to prove that (b) implies (c), suppose that (c) does not hold, i.e. gL :¼P
lð1 jljÞPl is unbounded. Since gL is lower semi-continuous, this implies that
gLeLNð@DÞ: Since LN is the dual of L1; there exists fAL1ð@DÞ such thatR
@D fgL ¼N: Taking an outer function FANþ with log jF j ¼ P½ f  we see that
X
lAL
ð1 jljÞ log jFðlÞj ¼
X
lAL
ð1 jljÞ
Z
@D
Pl f ¼
Z
@D
fgL ¼N;
so (b) does not hold. &
Proof of Naftalevicˇ’s theorem. Assume that L is contained in a ﬁnite union of Stolz
angles and (1.4) holds. By Proposition 1.12, LAInt N; hence the trace NjL is given
by the majorization condition of Theorem 1.2(b). Taking as majorizing function the
Poisson integral of the sum of the Dirac masses at the vertices, we see that NjL*lNa:
Conversely, if NjL ¼ lNa then the trace is ideal, so L is free interpolating and by
Corollary 1.11(b) (1.4) holds. According to Theorem 1.2(b) and the deﬁnition of lNa;
the function
jðzÞ ¼ ð1 jljÞ
1 if z ¼ lAL
0 if zeL
(
admits a harmonic majorant h: Let hðzÞ ¼ P½mðzÞ and consider the intervals
Iaz ¼ fzA@D : zAGaðzÞg:
There exist constants a and Ca such that mðIaz Þ4Ca for any z such that hðzÞXð1 jzjÞ1:
If L is not contained in a ﬁnite union of Stolz angles, then there is an accumulation
point zA@D of L0CL such that L0gGbðzÞ for any b: Pick b4a; then for l0AL0; Ial0Lz
and we can construct an inﬁnite subsequence L00CL0 such that the Privalov shadows
fIal0 gl0AL00 are disjoint. This prevents h from being the Poisson integral of a ﬁnite
positive measure. &
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We now give an example of a concrete separation condition implying that mL has
bounded balayage.
Proposition 8.2. Assume that LCD is contained in the union of a family A of Whitney
squares such that
jArgðzðQÞÞ ArgðzðLÞÞj4g1ð1 jzðQÞjÞ
for any Q; LAA; QaL; where zðQÞ is the center of Q and g is a positive function, with
gðxÞ=x decreasing and Z
0
gðxÞ
x2
oN:
Then LAInt N if and only if LAInt Nþ; and if and only ifX
QAA
ð1 jzðQÞjÞ sup
lAL-Q
log jBlðlÞj1oN:
Note that this covers some cases where mL does not have bounded balayage, even
though another measure associated with the sequence will (see the proof).
In order to prove Proposition 8.2 consider the ‘‘Carleson window’’ Qðeiy; rÞ
centered at eiy; of side r:
Qðeiy; rÞ :¼ fzAD : 1 jzjpr; jArgðzÞ  yjprg:
The next result is a Carleson-type condition which implies boundedness of the
balayage.
Lemma 8.3. Suppose that mðQðeiy; rÞÞpgðrÞ; where g is a non-decreasing function on
½0; 2Þ with Z
0
gðxÞ
x2
dxoN:
Then m is a measure with bounded balayage.
A discrete version of this condition isX
n
2n sup
yAR
mðQðeiy; 2nÞÞoN;
as can be checked by writing a Riemann sum.
Proof. For any t40; let OtðyÞ :¼ fzAD : PzðeiyÞXtg: This is a disk, tangent to the
unit circle at the point eiy; of radius 1=ðt þ 1Þ: Therefore OtðyÞCQðeiy; C=tÞ for tX1;
say, with C40 an absolute constant.
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Using the distribution function mðOtðyÞÞ and the fact that the measure m is
bounded, we get the following estimate for the balaye´e of m:
Z
D
PzðeiyÞ dmðzÞ ¼
Z N
0
mðOtðyÞÞ dtpC1 þ
Z N
1
mðOtðyÞÞ dt
pC1 þ
Z N
1
mðQðeiy; C=tÞÞ dt
pC1 þ
Z N
1
gðC=tÞ dtpC1 þ C
Z 1
0
gðxÞ
x2
dxoN: &
We will now compare measures satisfying the condition in Lemma 8.3, measures
with bounded balayage and Carleson measures. Each set is included in the next, and
the examples will show that both inclusions are strict.
Example 1. Let a ¼ fang be a sequence of non-negative reals. Let ma be the measure
concentrated on the circles centered at the origin of radius 1 2n given in dual
terms by
Z
D
f ðzÞ dmaðzÞ :¼
X
nX1
an
1
2p
Z 2p
0
f ðð1 2nÞeiyÞ dy:
One can check that ma is a Carleson measure if and only if it has bounded balayage
and this happens if and only if
P
n anoN: Also ma satisﬁes the condition in Lemma
8.3 if and only if
P
n
P
kXn akoN:
Example 2. Let m be a non-negative-valued function on the interval ½0; 1Þ: Let mm be
the measure concentrated on the ray from the origin to 1 given by
Z
D
f ðzÞ dmmðzÞ :¼
Z 1
0
f ðxÞmðxÞ dx:
One can check that mm is a Carleson measure if and only if there exists a constant
K such that
Z 1
1d
mðxÞ dxpKd; 8d40
and mm is a measure with bounded balayage if and only if it satisﬁes the condition in
Lemma 8.3, which happens if and only if
Z 1 mðxÞ
1 x dxoN:
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In particular, if we take ak ¼ kg; with 1ogp2; mm is a measure with bounded
balayage but it does not satisfy the condition in Lemma 8.3; if we take mðxÞ ¼ 1; mm
is a Carleson measure, but it does not have bounded balayage.
In view of Proposition 1.13, among other things, it is interesting to understand for
which separated sequences L the corresponding measure mL has bounded balayage.
It is easy to see that this is the case when jl=jlj  l0=jl0jjXð1 jljÞ1=2; l0al; but
more is true.
Lemma 8.4. Suppose that g is a positive valued function such that gðxÞ=x is increasing
and Z
0
gðxÞ
x2
dxoN:
Let g1 stand for the inverse function of g: Then, if we have a sequence LCD such that
l
jlj 
l0
jl0j

Xg1ð1 jljÞ 8l0al;
the measure mL has bounded balayage.
Examples of such functions g are given by xðlog 1
x
Þ1e; with e40: In that case,
g1ðtÞCtðlog 1
t
Þ1þe:
On the other hand, we can see that for the above lemma to hold, we must have
g1ðtÞbt: More precisely, take the sequence in the upper half-plane given by
lk :¼ ek þ ik1=2ek:
Then, Re lk Re lkþ1Cek; so the sequence flkgk veriﬁes the separation condition
in Lemma 8.4 with g1ðxÞCxðlog 1
x
Þ1=2; but
X
k
ðIm lkÞPlkð0ÞC
X
k
Re lk
Im lk
 2
¼
X
k
1
k
¼N:
Proof of Lemma 8.4. Let yA½0; 2pÞ: By hypothesis, there is at most one lAL such
that
yAJl :¼ ðArgðlÞ  12 g1ð1 jljÞ;ArgðlÞ þ 12 g1ð1 jljÞÞ:
Let m0 :¼Pl0alð1 jl0jÞdl0 : ThenZ
D
PzðeiyÞ dmLðzÞ ¼ ð1 jljÞPlðeiyÞ þ
Z
D
PzðeiyÞ dm0ðzÞpC þ
Z
D
PzðeiyÞ dm0ðzÞ:
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By the proof of Lemma 8.3 for this speciﬁc value of y; we see that it will be enough to
check that for some absolute constants C1; C2; one has
m0ðQðeiy; rÞÞpC1gðC2rÞ; for 0oro2:
Consider Sr :¼ fl0al : l0AQðeiy; rÞg: For any l0ASr we have
sðJl0 Þ ¼ g1ð1 jl0jÞp2jyArgðl0Þjp2r;
so the intervals Jl0 are all contained in ½y 3r; yþ 3r: Since they are disjoint,P
l0ASr sðJl0 Þp6r:
Using that gðxÞ=x is increasing we have
sup
l0ASr
1 jl0j
sðJl0 Þp
gðsupl0ASr sðJl0 ÞÞ
supl0ASr sðJl0 Þ
pgð2rÞ
2r
:
Finally,
m0ðQðeiy; rÞÞ ¼
X
l0ASr
1 jl0jp sup
l0ASr
1 jl0j
sðJl0 Þ
X
l0ASr
sðJl0 Þpgð2rÞ
2r
6r ¼ 4gð2rÞ: &
Proof of Proposition 8.2. For each Whitney square Q in A; let lðQÞ be the point in
L-Q such that
log jBlðQÞðlðQÞÞj1 ¼ maxflog jBlðlÞj1 : lAL-Qg:
Let S be the sequence formed by flðQÞ : QAAg: By Lemma 8.4 the corresponding
measure mS has bounded balayage. Therefore, there exists a positive harmonic
function h with hðlðQÞÞXlog jBlðQÞðlðQÞÞj1 if and only ifX
ð1 jlðQÞjÞ log jBlðQÞðlðQÞÞj1oN:
According to condition (c) in Theorem 1.2 one deduces that LAInt N if and only if
the last sum converges. Furthermore, when this is the case, the function h can always
be taken quasi-bounded (see Lemma 8.1), so that interpolation can actually be
performed in the Smirnov class. &
9. Hardy–Orlicz classes
Let f : R-½0;NÞ be a convex, non-decreasing function satisfying
(i) limt-N fðtÞ=t ¼N
(ii) D2-condition: fðt þ 2ÞpMfðtÞ þ K; tXt0 for some constants M; KX0 and
t0AR:
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Such a function is called strongly convex (see [RosRov]), and one can associate with
it the corresponding Hardy–Orlicz class
Hf ¼ fANþ :
Z
@D
fðlog j f ðzÞjÞ dsðzÞoN
 
;
where f ðzÞ is the non-tangential boundary value of f at zA@D; which exists almost
everywhere. In [Har99], the following result was proved.
Theorem. Let f be a strongly convex function satisfying (i), (ii) and the V2-condition:
2fðtÞpfðt þ aÞ; tXt1
where a40 is a suitable constant and t1AR: Then LCD is free interpolating for Hf if
and only if L is a Carleson sequence, and in this case
HfjL ¼ a ¼ ðalÞl : jajj ¼
X
lAL
ð1 jljÞjðlog jaljÞoN
( )
:
The conditions on f imply that there exist p; qAð0;NÞ such that HpCHfCHq: In
particular, the V2-condition implies the inclusion H
pCHf for some p40: This V2-
condition has a strong topological impact on the spaces. In fact, it guarantees that
metric bounded sets are also bounded in the topology of the space (and so the usual
functional analysis tools still apply in this situation; see [Har99] for more on this and
for further references). It was not clear whether this was only a technical problem or
if there existed a critical growth for f (below exponential growth fðtÞ ¼ ept
corresponding to Hp spaces) giving a breakpoint in the behavior of interpolating
sequences for Hf:
We can now afﬁrm that this behavior in fact changes between exponential and
polynomial growth. Let f be a strongly convex function with associated Hardy–
Orlicz space Hf: Assume moreover that f satisﬁes
fða þ bÞpcðfðaÞ þ fðbÞÞ; ð9:1Þ
for some ﬁxed constant cX1 and for all a; bXt0: The standard example in this setting
is fpðtÞ ¼ tp for p41: We have the following result.
Theorem 9.1. Let f : R-½0;NÞ be a strongly convex function such that (9.1) holds. If
there exists a positive weight wAL1ð@DÞ such that f3wAL1ð@DÞ and jLpP½w; then
LAIntHf:
Proof. Note ﬁrst that (9.1) implies that Hf is an algebra contained in Nþ; hence it is
sufﬁcient to interpolate bounded sequences (see Remark 1.1). As in Section 3, we set
gðzÞ ¼
Z
@D
zþ z
z z wðzÞ dsðzÞ:
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The reasoning carried out in Section 3 leads to an interpolating function of the form
fH expðgÞ; with fAHN; and H ¼ ð2þ gÞ2 outer in Hp for all po1 (note that the
measure m deﬁning g here is absolutely continuous, in fact m ¼ w ds). Also, HpCHf
for any p40 by our conditions on f: By construction,
R
fðlog jexp gjÞ ¼ R f3woN
so that expðgÞAHf: Since Hf is an algebra, we deduce that fH expðgÞAHf: &
Example 9.2. We give an example of an interpolating sequence for Hf which is not
Carleson, thus justifying our claim that there is a breakpoint between Hardy–Orlicz
spaces verifying the V2-condition and those that do not.
Consider the functions fp and let L0 ¼ flngnCD be a Carleson sequence verifying
In-Ik ¼ |; nak; where In ¼ Iln are the arcs deﬁned in (1.2). Since
P
nð1 jlnjÞoN;
there exists a strictly increasing sequence of positive numbers ðgnÞn such that
P
nð1
jlnjÞgnoN and limn-N gn ¼N: Setting
w ¼
X
n
g1=pn wIn ;
we obtain
R
fp3w ¼
P
nð1 jlnjÞgnoN and wAL1ð@DÞ since p41: Associate with
L0 a second Carleson sequence L1 ¼ fln0gn such that the pseudo-hyperbolic distance
between corresponding points satisﬁes jbln 0 ðlnÞj ¼ eg
1=p
n : Since gn-N the elements
of the sequence L ¼ L0,L1 are arbitrarily close and L cannot be a Carleson
sequence. By construction, log jBlðlÞj1pP½wðlÞ (as before, we may possibly have
to multiply u with some constant c to have that condition also in the points ln0; but
this operation conserves the integrability condition), and therefore LAIntHf:
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